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Systematic Management Approach Is 
or Congressional 
Requirements 

The Congress levies reporting requirements on 
Federal agencies and others to obtain infor- 
mation on Government programs and activi- 
ties. In fiscal year 1980, 2,680 reporting re- 
quirements produced approximately 4,000 re- 
ports at a reported cost exceeding $80 million. 

These reporting requirements are not being 
managed in a way that achieves the objectives 
for which they were created. They are man- 
aged by several organizations acting independ- 
ently of each other with little or no coordin- 
ation among them. As a result, perfomance of 
tasks overlaps and functional and informa- 
tional gaps exist. 

GAO recommends that a systematic manage- 
ment approach be developed to insure that re- 
ports are timely, that they are distributed to 
those who can make the most productive use 
of them in fulfilling their responsibilities, and 
that both the reporting requirements and re- 
port documents reflect the needs of the Con- 
gress in its decisionmaking process. 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHINGTON D.C. 20548 

B-198190 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

We have identified problems in the way congressional 
reporting requirements are presently being managed which 
affect the timeliness and usefulness of the information the 
Congress receives in support of its legislative, oversight, 
and budgetary functions. In this report, we, recommend a 
systematic management approach to remedy these problems. 
This approach would facilitate effective management of the 
information resource that is created by the reporting require- 
ments. Improvements are needed within all branches of the 
Federal Government, including the Congress,. and the recom- 
mended approach addresses them. 

We made this review as part of our continuing effort 
to change and improve congressional reporting requirements 
as mandated by the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairmen 
of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, the Senate 
Committee on Rules and Administration, the House Committee 
on Government Operations, the House Committee on Rules, and 
the House Committee on Administration, to the Secretary of 
the Senate, the Clerk of the House, and the Director of the 
Office of Management and Budget, and to other interested 
parties. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

A SYSTEMATIC MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH IS NEEDED FOR 
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS 

DIGEST ------ / 
LThe Congress levies reporting requirements on 

Federal departments, agencies, and others in 
order to obtain information on Government pro- 
grams and activities, policy issues, budgets, 
and legislative proposals. In fiscal year 1980, 
2,680 reporting requirements produced approxi- 
mately 4,000 reports at a reported cost exceed- 
ing $80 million.. ,, (pp. 4-5) 

x- +-. ; 
[The congressional reporting requirements are 

not being managed in a way that achieves the 
objectives for which they were created. They 
are managed by several organizations acting 
independently of each other with little or no 
coordination among them. As a result, perfor- 
mance of tasks overlaps and functional and 
informational gaps exist. (PP. 9-11) 

Additionally, there is at present no compre- 
hensive monitoring system for the reporting 
requirements. As a result, there is no way 
of insuring that the agencies meet the re- 
quirements adequately, submit reports when 
they are duep or disclose that reports are late. 
The most serious flaws are that the receipt of 
reports by the Congress is not adequately re- 
corded, delinquent reporting is not followed up, 
and the distribution and use of report documents 
are not monitored or evaluatedc‘~ 

2 
(pp. 11-15) 

Title VIII of the Congressional Budget Act of 
1974 directs the Comptroller General to: 

assist committees in developing their infor- 
mation needs, including such needs expressed 
in legislative requirements, and . . . moni- 
tor the various recurring reporting require- 
ments of the Congress and committees and 
make recommendations to the Congress and com- 
mittees for changes and improvements in their 
reporting requirements to meet congressional 
information needs ascertained by the Comp- 
troller General, to enhance their usefulness 
to the congressional users and to eliminate 
duplicative or unneeded reporting. (31 U.S.C. 
1152(d)) 
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In partial and on-going fulfillment of this 
mandate, GAO has studied the functioning of 
Federal reporting requirements, focusing on 
the management of statutorily mandated re- 
ports and the information associated with 
them. 

/_-GAO finds that to transform the currently 
inadequate information management practices 
into a more systematic approach that meets 
congressional information needs, the Con- 
gress, the congressional support agencies, 
and the Executive Office should consider 
the following actions (pp. 17-18): 

--develop uniform policy and guidance for 
the congressional groups with principal 
functional responsibility for meeting the 
reporting requirements, 

--streamline the identification and inventory 
tasks, 

--create an adequate monitoring system, 

--reduce late executive agency responses to 
reporting requirements, and 

--improve the ability of the Congress to relate 
each report it receives to the policy and 
program issues that the reporting require- 
ments are designed to address. . 

/ 
-GAO recommends a more systematic approach 

that sets these actions as objectives. They 
can be met by addressing specific tasks that 
would help insure that reports are timely, that 
they are distributed to those who can make 
the most productive use of them in fulfilling 
their governmental responsibilities, and that 
both the reporting requirements and the report 
documents reflect the needs of the Congress 
in its decisionmaking process. (pp. 18-19) 

The system approach GAO recommends developing 
would provide comprehensive Government-wide 
identification and notification of reporting 
requirements, a means of monitoring reports 
and report delinquencies, dissemination of 
reports and associated information, and a 
mechanism for evaluating and improving the 
usefulness of report documents and the re- 
quirements in the congressional decision- 
making process.., (pp. 19-25) 
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.The Clerk of the House of Representatives, 
the Secretary of the Senate, and the Office 
of Management and Budget have reviewed GAO's 
recommendations, and the issues raised have 
been resolved. They agree that a systematic 
management approach is needed to improve the 
management and use of statutorily required 
reports. (pp. 25, 27-30) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Congress constantly seeks new and improved methods of 
obtaining the adequate and timely information it needs to carry 
out its diverse and complex legislative and oversight responsi- 
bilities. One of the oldest and most frequently used methods is 
to require by statute that Federal agencies report information 
to the Congress periodically or report information on the occur- 
rence of events. As of fiscal year 1980, the Congress had man- 
dated 2,680 reporting requirements of this kind, producing 
approximately 4,000 reports annually at a reported cost to the 
responding agencies of more than $80 million. A/ These reports 
are one of the most important resources the Congress has for 
informing itself about all branches of the Federal Government. 
It is therefore important to the Congress that management of 
this resource meet its needs. 

The information the Congress receives in response to statu- 
tory reporting requirements is useful for a variety of purposes. 
It helps the Congress monitor the performance of the Federal 
agencies as they implement legislation. It helps the Congress 
exercise appropriate control over the budget. It helps in 
formulating policies for Federal programs and other legislative 
initiatives. Therefore, the Congress expects this information 
resource to be managed systematically and effectively. Accord- 
ingly, there is a continuing need to examine the nature of 
these reporting requirements, the purposes for which they are 
created, and the ways they are being managed and, if necessary, 
to find means of improving them. 

EARLIER STUDIES ON THE MANAGEMENT OF 
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

Over the past two decades, a number of studies have ad- 
dressed the reporting requirements of the Congress. In 1960 and 
1965, studies conducted by the Senate and House committees on 
government operations resulted in legislation that modified 11 
reporting requirements and eliminated 48 others. 2/ Subsequent 
studies by the Foreign Affairs Division of the Congressional 
Research Service and the Commission on Government Procurement 
emphasized that there is a need for an adequate monitoring sytem 

L/These are unverified estimates that agencies supplied us on 
our request I in which we suggested they compute cost data by 
using the National Archives and Records Service Guide to 
Estimating Reporting Costs (1973). 

z/Act of June 29, 1960, Pub. L. No. 86-533, 74 Stat. 245, elimi- 
nated 25 reporting requirements; Act of November 8, 1965, Pub. 
L. No. 89-348, 79 Stat. 1310, eliminated 23 reports and modified 
11 others. 
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and offered suggestions for improving the management of informa- 
tion submitted to the Congress. 

One of these suggestions was that congressional committees 
would find useful a subject matter index of all executive reports 
required for submission to the Congress. Another suggestion was 
for instituting a system for recording whether reporting require- 
ments have been met and for making inquiry of agencies when they 
have not submitted their reports on time. This would help insure 
that information is available when it is needed. Continual study 
and evaluation of the usefulness of reports were 21~0 suggested 
as aids to eliminating unnecessary reports and improving inade- 
quate ones. IJ 

We also have published several reports on the subject. In 
a 1973 study, in response to a request from the Chairman of the 
House Committee on Government Cperations, expressing concern over 
the volume and variety of recurring reports, we recommended that 
legislation be introduced to eliminate or modify some of the stat- 
utory reporting requirements. 2/ Additionally, we have examined 
the universe of reporting requirements and analyzed their useful- 
ness in the Federal budget process, using data from the reporting 
requirements data base we developed and maintain as required by 
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. 3/ In these studies, we 
further emphasized the need for a monitorinq system to make man- 
aging and using the reporting requirements more effective, 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Title VIII of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 directs 
the Comptroller General to: 

assist committees in developing their information needs, 
including such needs expressed in legislative reguire- 
ments, and . . . monitor the various recurring reporting 
requirements of the Congress and committees and make rec- 
ommendations to the Congress and committees for changes 
and improvements in their reporting requirements to meet 

L/Congressional Research Service, Required Reports to Congress 
in the Foreign Affairs Field, April 22, 1973; Commission on 
Government Procurementp Final Report [of] Study Group No. 9: 
Reports and Management Controls, October 19, 1971. 

z/"Usefulness to the Congress of Reports Submitted by the 
Executive Eranch," U.S. General Accounting Office, B-115398, 
October 26, 1973. 

J/"Analysis of Requirements for Fecurring Reports to the Con- 
gress,' U.S. General Accounting Office, FAD-80-72, April lS, 
1980: "Using Congressional Reporting Requirements in the Fud- 
get Process," U.S. General Accounting Office, FAD-81-24, 
December 18, 1980. 
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congressional information needs ascertained by the Comp- 
troller General, to enhance their usefulness to the con- 
gressional users and to eliminate duplicative or unneeded 
reporting. (31 U.S.C. 1152(d)) 

In partial fulfillment of that mandate, this report continues 
our effort to study the functioning of the reporting require- 
ments. Accordingly, we focus here on the management of statuto- 
rily mandated reports and the information associated with them. 
In particular, we analyze whether these are managed in a way 
that meets the Congress' needs in performing its legislative 
and oversight responsibilities. 

In chapter 2, then, we examine the universe of reporting 
requirements. We also identify the elements of the reporting 
requirements that are useful to the Congress. In chapter 3, 
we analyze the roles of the various organizational entities in 
their operation and management of the reporting requirements and 
the reports generated in response to them. We also assess the 
degree to which the reporting requirements provide timely infor- 
mation. In chapter 4, we recommend a systematic and comprehensive 
approach for improving the way the statutory reporting require- 
ments supply the Congress with the information it needs. 

We have not attempted, however, to reviewl analyze, or eval- 
uate the quality of information in the report documents or the 
extent to which the information is used, its usefulness, or its 
effect on the legislative process. Our intention is instead to 
recommend a systematic approach that can improve the management 
of the information resource. It is probably evident that improv- 
ing the information management will facilitate an assessment of 
the quality of the information. 

To ascertain the present status and functioning of the re- 
porting requirements from their enactment through the delivery 
of report documents, we analyzed in depth our Congressional 
Information Source Inventories and Directories (CISID) data base. 
CISID contains reporting requirements spanning the years 1789 to 

7 1980. This file contains information on statutory, nonstatutory, 
and voluntary reporting that goes to the Speaker of the House, 
the Secretary of the Senate, individual committees, and the whole 
Congress. 

We supplemented this analysis with a study of additional 
data from the office of the Clerk of the House, which gave us the 
dates report documents were received in the House of Representa- 
tives. We also interviewed officials of the offices of the Clerk 
of the House, the Secretary of the Senate, and several Federal 
agencies, in order to obtain the perspectives of individual orga- 
nizations on the problems of effectively managing the reporting 
requirements. We sent a copy of a draft of this report to the 
House of Representatives, the Senate, and the Office of Management 
and Budget, and our response to their comments appears at the end 
of chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC MANAGEMENT 
OF THE INCREASINGLY COSTLY REPORTING 

REQUIREMENTS AS AN INFORMATION RESOURCE 

According to records that the Clerk of the House of Repre- 
sentatives keeps, the number of statutory recurring reporting 
requirements increased from 197 in 1930 to 1,566 in 1980. This 
is a rise of 695 percent in 50 years. Growth from the 1930s 
through the 1950s was relatively moderate, but in the 1960s and 
1970s the number of reporting requirements increased rapidly, 
rising from 470 in 1960 to 759 in 1970 and to 1,566 in 1980. 
(See figure 1.) 

The numbers appear to correspond closely to the growth in 
Federal Government programs and activities, especially during the 
1960s and 1970s. They also reflect the desire of the Congress 
to hold agencies accountable for conducting programs and carrying 
out policies in accordance with congressional intent, even at 
considerable direct cost to the Federal Government. This vol- 
ume and variety of reports has, as a major information resource, 
tremendous potential for facilitating congressional decision- 
making. Both the Congress and the executive branch are becoming 
increasingly aware, however, that to be useful and cost effec- 
tive, information must be managed well. 

Figure 1 

Growth of Reporting Requirements 1930-80 
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960 
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320 

160 160 
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Source: The Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives, “Reports To Be Made to Congress ” 
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The greatest number of requirements appears to have been 
levied on cabinet-level agencies and the President of the United 
States, although many reports submitted by the President to the 
Congress originate in agencies. It is important to keep in mind, 
however, that these numbers represent only the number of report- 
ing requirements, not sums of individual reports. The precise 
number of reports actually submitted to the Congress'is difficult 
to determine for several reasons. 

For one, many reports are to be submitted only on the 
occurrence of events that cannot be accurately predicted. For 
another, due dates as expressed in the legislation are often 
vague. Additionally, some requirements may apply to more than 
one agency, but the iegislation may not specify exactly which 
ones or how many. Finally, the lack of adequate records makes 
exact counting virtually impossible. 

WHERE REPORTS ORIGINATE 
AND WHO RECEIVES THEM 

As figure 2 shows, the Congress mandates reports from all 
branches of the Federal Government. According to the 1980 in- 
ventory of reporting requirements in our data base, some 250 

Figure 2 

Sources and Recipients of Congressionally 

Required Reports 1980 (Percentages Read Clockwise) 

Sources 
250 agencies, 2,680 requirements 

a 1.0 Judicial branch 
a 5.0 Legislative branch 
q 94.0 Executive branch 

54.6 Cabinet-level agencies 
28.6 Principal agencies and 

commissions 
6.4 Other agencies, commissions, 

and councils 

3.3 Federally chartered 
corporations 

1 .l Off ice of the President 

Recipients 
50 committees, 4,000 reports 

q 1.0 Budget 
H 16.6 Appropriations 
[7 82.4 Authorizing 

25.7 Senate Committee on 
Governmental Affairs, 
House Committee on 
Government Operations 

56.7 Other authorizing 
committees 
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Federal agencies and federally chartered corporations respond to 
2,680 requirements with about 4,000 reports annually. (The in-' . 
ventory of the Clerk of the House contains only statutory recuire- 
ments addressed to the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
for the Congress, and this accounts for the discrepancy between 
1,566 and the number in our broader data base.) Almost all these 
reports --about 94 percent-- originate in executive agencies. The 
legislative branch accounts for 5 percent of the requirement, 
while only about 1 percent originate in the judicial branch. 

The cabinet-level agencies respond to 54.6 percent, or more 
than half, of all the requirements. The most numerous among 
these-- 31 percent --come from the Departments of Defense, Fnergy, 
Interior, State, and Health and Human Services. Increasincc num- 
bers of reports also come from the President, although they may 
be prepared in the departments and agencies. 

A small number of reports come from the federally chartered 
corporations. Among these are the Communications Satellite Cor- 
poration, the Consolidated Rail Corporation, and the Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting. Most of these reports are annual or 
financial reports and tend to support congressional oversight 
responsibility for legislation and budget control. 

Some 50 Eouse and Senate committees receive the reports. 
Individual committees receive reports deriving from as few as 
one to as many as 386 requirements, depending on committees' 
jurisdictions and the Federal agencies and programs they moni- 
tor. About 82.4 percent of the reports addressed to committees 
go to the authorizing committees, 16.6 percent go to the zppro- 
priations committees, and 1 percent go to the budget committees. 
Two committees alone --the House Committee on Government Opera- 
tions and the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs--receive 
about 25.7 percent of all these reports, reflecting the complex- 
ities of operation of the Federal Government and intragovern- 
mental matters. 

THE TYPES OF REPORTS SUBMITTED 

The reports submitted to the Congress contain a great 
variety of information. One writer has classified them by 
their potential use, proposing the three broad categories policy- 
making, "post facto,ll and advance notification. l/ Policy-making 
reports require responding agencies to submit program studies or 
evaluations and to propose legislation. Policy-making reguire- 

l-/John F. Johannes, "Statutory Reporting Requirements: Types, 
Trends, and an Assessment," printed as a chapter entitled 
"Statutory Reporting Requirements: Information and Influence 
for Congress," in Abdo I. Baaklini and James J. Beaphey (eds.), 
Comprehensive Legislative Reforms and Innovations (Albany: 
State 

-- 
University of New York Press, 1977), pp. 33-60. 
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ments, 
require 

which include most one-time requirements, thus usually 
a responding agency to undertake a major study because 

the Congress has deemed it necessary and to make recommendations 
based on that study for further legislative action. For instance, 
the Energy Security Act requires the Office of Science and Tech- 
nology Policy and the National Academy of Sciences to submit to 
the Congress a report that includes the major findings and rec- 
ommendations that result from a comprehensive study of the pro- 
jected effect on the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
from fossil fuel combustion, coal conversion, and related syn- 
thetic fuels activities authorized in the Act, among other sources 
(42 U.S.C. 8911). 

"Post facto" reporting requirements direct the responding 
agencies to submit reports on various contingency situations 
or on actions they have taken annually or at other regular 
intervals with respect to given programs or activities. For 
instance, the National Climate Program Act requires the Secretary 
of Commerce to submit a report annually to the-president and the 
authorizing committees of the Congress that contains a summary 
of achievements of the National Climate Program and other program- 
related information (15 U.S.C. 2906). The frequency of these 
reports usually indicates how closely the Congress wants to 
monitor programs. Most activities connected with the sale of 
weapons, for example, require the President to report to the 
Congress within a specific time. 

Advance notification reporting requirements mandate respond- 
ing agencies to notify the Congress before they act, before they 
spend, or before they make a determination that becomes binding. 
For instance, the Secretary of Defense must notify the Congress 
of the location, nature, and estimated cost of any facility to 
be used by Reserve components of the Armed Forces that will cost 
more than $175,000. No expenditure may be made until after the 
expiration of 30 days from the notification date (10 U.S.C. 2233a). 

The examples above illustrate the type of information 
called for in the reporting requirements and the variety of objec- 
tives that the Congress attempts to achieve through them. The 
categories are not exclusive, however. Many "post facto" reports, 
for example, also contain policy-making information or speculate 
on forthcoming activities. 

THE, COST OF PRODUCING REPORTS 

The direct costs associated with responding to the growing 
number of reporting requirements represent a considerable in- 
vestment of time and resources. As we indicated in chapter 1, 
we required the Federal agencies to provide us with cost data on 
their reporting requirements. Complete, consistent, and precise 
data are not available for all the agencies, however. 

According to data the agencies gave us, responding to the 
2,680 requirements cost the agencies at least $80 million in 
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fiscal year 1980. The executive branch, including the principal 
agencies, commissions, and other entities within it, responding 
altogether to about 94 percent of the requirements, reported 
its costs for preparing recurring reports in fiscal year 1980 
at more than $75.5 million. Costs to the legislative branch 
were more than $5 million, to the judicial branch about $0.01 
million (a little more than $12,000), and.to the federally char- 
tered corporations and others about $0.7 million (or somewhat more 
than $700,000). These figures do not include the costs associated 
with managing and administering the information resource, which 
are not known. 

CONCLUSION 

The volume and variety of reports prepared at considerable 
cost to the Federal Government in response to congressional re- 
porting requirements represent a major information resource. 
This resource has tremendous potential for facilitating congres- 
sional decisionmaking. It is our opinion that in order for this 
resource to be useful and cost effective it must be managed well. 
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CHAPTER 3 --B--B- 

THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS IN MANAGING REPORTING ---------------B-B---- ---------- 
REQUIREMENTS SYSTEMATICALLY AND EFFECTIVELY ----F-------------------------1__ 

To serve as an effective resource, reports generated in re- 
sponse to reporting requirements must be managed systematically. 
The critical elements for systematic management are as follows. 
The system must allow identification for individual reporting 
requirements, their due dates, and their recipient committees. 
It must make visible the Federal agencies' responsibilities for 
preparing and submitting documents in response to the require- 
ments for reporting on their activities. It must contain a mech- 
anism for monitoring the submission of reports to the Congress. 
It must facilitate dissemination of the reports and other infor- 
mation related to them. It must contain measures for assessing 
the usefulness of the reports and the information they contain. 

Historically, these functions have been performed by several 
organizations acting independently, with no effective coordina- 
tion among them. Some of the functions are performed by only 
one organizational entity: others are carried out concurrently 
by several entities, with varying degrees of completeness and 
success. As a result, gaps exist in the system and, therefore, 
opportunities for streamlining it to make it more efficient and 
effective, 

In particular, remedies should be found for the following 
characteristics of the way the reporting requirements are managed. 
No single entity coordinates the various sets of responsibilities. 
Several organizations have been assigned similar duties. There 
is no comprehensive recording and monitoring system. Report due 
dates as stated in legislative requirements are sometimes vague, 
affecting their timeliness. Finally, the congressional commit- 
tees cannot easily relate specific reports to specific legisla- 
tive requirements. We discuss these issues in the remainder of 
this chapter. 

ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES ---------d--------- 

The tasks of managing and administering the reporting re- 
quirements are performed by the Congress itself, particularly 
through the congressional committees, and by the Clerk of the 
House of Representatives, the Secretary of the Senate, the Gen- 
eral Accounting Office, and the Federal agencies. In the dis- 
cussion below, we analyze the responsibilities each of these 
organizational entities has as well as the way they fulfill 
those responsibilities. 

The role of the Congress is to initiate the reporting re- 
quirements and to use the information that is generated from 
them. Because the requirements help the Congress oversee Federal 
programs and obtain information on policy issues, budgets, and 
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legislative proposals, it expects the reporting requirements to 
be administered according to its intent. In particular, the 
Congress expects the report documents resulting from the require- 
ments to be managed responsively and cost effectively. 

The Clerk of the House of Representatives prepares and trans- 
mits annually to the Speaker of the House a list of the reports 
that officers and departments must make to the Congress. 1/ The 
list is arranged by the branch of the Government and by agencies 
within each branch. For each requirement, the list identifies 
the report title and description, the agency responsible for 
submitting the report, the legislative citation mandating the 
report, and the report's due date. This inventory is computer- 
ized and maintained in a computerized publications system. House 
Information Systems is incorporating a tracking feature in this 
system that will report the receipt of reports and that will be 
part of the computerized Legislative Information Status System 
(LEGIS). 

Right now the Senate has no comprehensive system for managing 
reporting requirements. In the office of the Secretary of the 
Senate, however, the Assistant Reporter maintains a computerized 
log of "executive communications." As a communication arrives 
in the office of the Secretary, the Parliamentarian receives it 
and assigns it a control number, notes the committee that has 
responsibility for the matters covered in the communication, and 
sends it to the committee. 

The U.S. General Accounting Office maintains a data base on 
congressional reporting requirements in accordance with title 
VIII of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974. The data base 
identifies reporting requirements addressed to the Speaker of 
the House of Representatives and the President of the Senate as 
well as those addressed to individual House and Senate commit- 
tees. Each record includes the title of the report, the name of 
the agency preparing it, the requisite frequency and due date of 
the report, the legislative authority for it, its appropriations 
account title and code, the names of the committees responsible 
for the subject matter, a synopsis of the reporting requirement, 
an abstract of the report's contents, and cost data for its prep- 
aration. The data base is kept current through legislative 
research and annual requests to the agencies to supply updated 
information. 

L/This function of the Clerk is set forth in rule III, clause 2, 
of the Rules of the U.S. House of Representatives. See also 
Reports to Be Made to Congress, communication from the Clerk 
of U.S. House of Representatives, transmitting a list of re- 
ports which it is the duty of any officer or department to 
make to Congress, pursuant to rule III, clause 2, of the Rules 
of the House of Representatives, January 16, 1981, House Doc- 
ument No. 97-12 (Washington, D.C.: 
Office, 1981). 

U.S. Government Printing 
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' Reports from the executive agencies that the President is 
required to submit to the Congress must be approved by the 
Office of Federal Information Policy in the Office of Management 
and Budget. OMB simply determines that nothing in the body of a 
report is contrary to any policy of the administration. OMB does 
not compare the substance of the report with the legal require- 
ments, nor does it monitor agencies' preparation procedures. 

Congressionally mandated reporting requirements stipulate 
that Federal agencies are to submit reports to the Congress at 
stated times or intervals or when certain events occur. Most 
agencies' congressional liaison offices note the reporting re- 
quirements for which they are responsible and maintain an organ- 
izational machinery to respond to them. The report preparation 
procedures used by the various agencies are far from uniform, 
however. 

OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE 
THE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

Where responsibilities overlap and other deficiencies in the 
procedure of fulfilling the reporting requirements make them less 
useful than they could be, there is obviously room for improve- 
ment. Table 1 on the next page summarizes the duties of the or- 
ganizational entities that perform the individual functions 
of the process. It lists the tasks and who performs them, and 
it also shows the areas in which improvements could be made. 
(Note that two tasks are not currently being performed.) We dis- 
cuss these in the remainder of this chapter. 

Identifying the reporting 
requirements 

Both the Clerk of the House and the General Accounting Office 
are required to identify reporting requirements and to maintain 
lists, or inventories, of report due dates and other elements 
these entities identify. The inventory that the Clerk maintains 
lists reports submitted to the Congress as a whole. Although the 
inventory has not done so in the past, it does now also identify 
the committees having oversight responsibility for the reports 
submitted to the Speaker of the House and it identifies reports 
to specific committees. After the reports have been logged in, 
they are distributed to the appropriate committees. L/ 

The data we collect come from our own legislative research 
and from information the agencies supply us in response to an 

A/The Congressional Research Service maintains information on 
terminating programs for the standing committees of the Con- 
gress, in accordance with Legislative Reorganization Act of 
1946, as amended, section 203(d)(2), and is planning to iden- 
tify all reporting requirements, including those associated 
with the terminating programs. 
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Table 1 

Reporting Tasks, Who Performs Them, 
and Needed Improvements 

Task 
Identify due dates of submissions 

Performed By 
House Clerk, GAO 

Improvement 
Eliminate duolication of 

to the Congress. effort. 

Identify due dates of submissions 
to committees. . 

GAO Systematize committee 
review of requirements 
by jurisdiction. 

Identify reporting requirements 
by committee jurisdiction. 

Identify reporting requirements 
by agency. 

Prepare and submit reports. 

Disseminate reports. 

Log reports. 

Monitor reports and follow up 
reporting delinquencies. 

Identify requirements for congres- 
sional action upon receipt of 
reports. 

Assess user satisfaction with 
reporting requirements operation. 

Change or eliminate reporting 
requirements as necessary. 

GAO 

House Clerk, GAO, 
other Federal 
agencies 

Federal agencies 

House Clerk, 
Senate Secretary 

House Clerk, 
Senate Secretary 

committees 

committees, OMB, 
GAO 

Same as task above. 

Develop guidelines and 
procedures. 

Improve report timeliness 
and relevance. 

Institute coordinated 
services for distribution. 

Improve the logging 
system. 

Cannot now be accomplished 
without improving identi- 
fication tasks and insti- 
tuting a monitoring system. 

Categorize these require- 
ments. 

Develop a feedback 
mechanism. 

Implement a systematic 
process. 



annual request we make of them. We research the legislative his- 
tory of every statute that ccntains a reporting requirement and, 
in doing so, we identify the committees that have jurisdiction 
over each reporting requirement. In our annual requests, we 
provide each agency with a computer printout from our data base. 
Each printout lists the existing requirements for reports that we 
have identified as that agency’s responsibility. With this, we 
also send a list of new requirements arising from legislation 
affecting that agency in the most recent Congress. We ask the 
agencies to update, confirm, or refute the elements of this infor- 
mation that are not in our data base, such as the da.te of submis- 
sion of a report document in response to a reporting requirement. 

The Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate re- 
cord report receipt dates. The Clerk’s office checks off receipt 
dates against its inventory of due dates. The Secretary’s off ice 
does not do this because the Senate does not maintain an inven- 
tory, but the F.ssistant Reporter of the Senate does record receipt 
dates for all “executive communications” received, including 
reports received in response to reporting requirements. 

The most efficient process for accomplishing these tasks 
would be to have only one organization collecting the data and 
sharing it with the others. The development of uniform guide- 
lines and procedures would help insure this efficiency in identi- 
fying and maintaining data. It would probably also enhance the 
usefulness of this particular information. 

Report timeliness 

The lack of a comprehensive monitoring and tracking system 
encourages reporting lateness on the part of the agencies, as we 
indicated in an earlier study. L/ In that report, we analyzed . 
2,000 requirements for the fiscal year 1979 reporting period. 
Using data from the reporting system of the Clerk of the House, 
we compared the recorded due dates with the recorded receipt 
dates for 1,132 of the 2,000 reports. (We excluded the remain- 
ing 868 requirements because they were not due in fiscal year 
1979 or because the due dates were predicated on the occurrence 
of events that could rot be determined.) The results of that 
comparison are shown in table 2 (on the next page), revealing 
that more than three-fourths of the statutorily mandated reports 
we examined were more than 30 days late, two-thirds were more 
than 90 days late, and one-half were more than 180 days late. 

Lateness can sometimes be attributed to the wording of due 
dates in the reporting requirements. When a requirement is not 
specific, tardiness may be encouraged. Examples of vague 

L/“Using Congressional Feporting Reouirements in the Pudget 
Frocess ,‘I PAD-81-24, U.S. General Accounting Office, 
December 18, 1960. 
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Table 2 

Delinquency of Executive pgencv Reports -- 
~?Z?iscsl YeSi! 1979 L 

Days late 
Kurrber 

of reports - 
Percentage 
of reports 

O-30 246 22 
31-90 125 11 
91-180 195 17 

181-360 566 50 

Total 1,132 100 

wording are “after each quarter*’ and “after the end of the fis- 
cal year. ” EXaMpIeS of some of the least definite terms are 
“whenever appropriate” and “from time to time.” A significant 
number of annual requirements do not have specific due dates, 
although 5 U.S.C. 2952 stipulates that these should be submit- 
ted at the beginning of each session of the Congress. It is 
not known whether agencies adhere to this law, but given the 
rate of delinquency, it would appear that they do not. 

When the Congress indicates that it needs information to 
facilitate its decisionmaking, clearly that information should 
be timely. Reports on programs and activities that are received 
after decisions have been made about the issues they ac?dress are 
of marginal utility at best. Tardiness on the part of the agen- 
cies responsible for submitting information in‘response to re- 
guirements can be reduced, however. Establishing an adequate 
monitoring and tracking system and using clear legislative lan- 
guage in which to express due dates could help accomplish this. 

Monitoring and distributing reports 

At present, the Congress cannot determine whether all re- 
quired reports are submitted, because it does not have a complete 
or central listing of all the reporting requirements. As we have 
shown, the Clerk of the House inventories only reports sent to 
the Congress or the Speaker of the House, the office of the Secre- 
tary of the Senate does not attempt to identify any reporting 
requirements, and currently we try to identify all new reporting 
requirements but, in the past, we did not list information such 
as one-time reports, notifications, and determinations. Therefore, 
no historically complete data base -exists. Thus I the Congress 
has no systematic way to follow up on delinquencies. 

Moreover, since committee recipients are not identified un- 
til a report is received, the committees cannot easily determine 
all reports that are scheduled to be received. The Clerk’s docu- 
ment shows what reports are due but not who should receive them. 
The log of the Secretary of the Senate, created as reports are 
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received, identifies the recipient committees at that time. Also, 
some reports go directly to committees and their receipt is not 
recorded by either the Clerk of the House or the Secretary of the 
Senate. 

This difficulty is compounded by the fact that there is 
also at present no mechanism for categorizing reporting require- 
ments by type. For example, there is no way to tell which 
requirements have congressional review provisions--that is, 
which ones require agencies to give advance notification at a 
specified time before carrying out certain activities. If the 
Congress would easily identify and respond to these and other 
requirements, it could perform its oversight responsibilities 
more efficiently. &/ 

Some monitoring and tracking problems originate with the 
legislation. Reporting requirements are levied to elicit as 
much information as possible about the program or activity being 
carried out under the legislation. Broad information requirements 
may, therefore, be vague, and this in turn can affect the timeli- 
ness of agency submissions. Moreover, agencies do not always 
indicate the requirement they are responding to, and sometimes 
they fail to date their report documents. Finally, because 
reports may go to the Speaker of the Houser the President of the 
Senate, or the committees directly, proper logging and monitor- 
ing are difficult. 

The mechanisms currently maintained by the organizational 
entities responsible for distributing, monitoring, and tracking 
reporting requirements are very passive. Information is there- 
fore not as useful as it might be, and its dissemination does not 
always facilitate the decisionmaking process. Because there is 
no systematic way to monitor, follow up on, or obtain feedback 
about the usefulness of the information that derives from the 
reporting requirements, there are gaps in the information flow. 
These gaps constitute serious flaws in the way reporting require- 
ments are presently being handled. The individual mechanisms 
would be more effective if they were oriented systematically 
toward the specific information needs of the Congress. 

EFFORTS TO STRENGTHEN 
THE CURRENT PROCEDURES 

The organizations that have tasks in the reporting require- 
ments process are aware of many of its deficiencies and are 
taking steps to make improvements. Each recognizes that the 
Congress is not getting the information it needs. The Clerk 
of the House, for example, has recently reviewed the House 

L/The Congressional Research Service maintains an inventory of 
legislation requiring congressional action on proposals from 
the executive branch. However, there is no evidence that 
the Congress is making any systematic use of this information. 
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monitoring and tracking capabilities and has identified the 
precise requirements that will be needed for an information 
system. These are that it must identify committees, have 
tracking capabilities, generate periodic reports to committees, 
and issue warning notices of reports that are due. The House 
Information Systems is now putting such a system into place. 

Similarly, the Secretary of the Senate is planning a 
system to satisfy information needs in the Senate. To assist 
the Senate leadership, committees, and others, the Parliamen- 
tarian's office is especially interested in identifying which 
reports require congressional review, approval or disapproval, 
or deferral. The Senate has already developed the specifi- 
cations for this congressional review system. 

The General Accounting Office plans to make its present 
system more responsive by disseminating information tailored 
to specific users. For the congressional committees, we will 
generate special listings by report due dates. We will also 
perform special analyses and searches based on information in 
our data base. We will continue to monitor and assess commit- 
tee information needs to identify obsolete, duplicative, or 
otherwise unnecessary reporting requirements. The Congres- 
sional Reporting Elimination Act of 1980 (Pub. L. No. 96-470), 
resulting from the cooperation of the General Accounting Office 
and OMB, eliminated 53 separate reporting requirements and modi- 
fied 41 others after its enactment on October 19, 1980. We will 
work with OMB to develop criteria for the future elimination of 
other unnecessary reporting requirements. Corrective efforts 
need continued emphasis and continued support, however. There- 
fore, we recommend a more systematic approach, which we present 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND 
AGENCY COMMENTS 

CONCLUSIONS 

To exercise its legislative oversight and budget control 
responsibilities, as well as to obtain information adequate to 
support its decisionmaking, the Congress levies reporting re- 
quirements on Federal agencies. The reports submitted in re- 
sponse to these requirements constitute one of the most valu- 
able information resources available to the Congress. As it 
is currently managed, however, this resource has grown to be 
very large, inefficient, and costly. 

There is little evidence to indicate that the legislative 
reporting requirements are being managed in a way that achieves 
the objective for which they are created. In many cases, simi- 
lar or the same responsibilities are shared, requiring close 
cooperation and consistent policies and procedures that, on the 
whole, do not exist. The documents prepared in response to the 
requirements represent substantial direct cost to the preparing 
agencies, yet there is no comprehensive monitoring system that 
can insure that the agencies meet the requirements adequately, 
submit reports when they are due, or reveal when reports are 
late. The most serious functional gaps are the absence of a 
comprehensive monitoring system to record which agencies submit 
reports on what dates and who receives them, to follow up on 
delinquent reporting agencies, and to track the distribution 
and use of the information contained in the report documents. 

In view of this, and in view of the rapid rate of growth of 
congressional reporting requirements together with the generation 
of associated information, we find that a comprehensive and sys- 
tematic management approach is needed. Comprehensive and sys- 
tematic management will increase the likelihood that this valuable 
information resource will influence the quality of congressional 
decisions in a positive manner. 

To successfully transform the traditional ad hoc practices 
from their passive or, at best, marginal sensitivity to congres- 
sional needs into an approach that is active and extremely sensi- 
tive, the Congress, the congressional support agencies, and the 
Executive Office should take the following actions: 

--develop uniform policy and guidance for the congressional 
groups with principal functional responsibility (Clerk 
of the House, Secretary of the Senate, and GAO), 

--streamline the identification and inventory tasks (Clerk 
of the House, Secretary of the Senate, and GAO), 
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--implement an adequate monitoring system (Clerk of the 
House, Secretary of the Senate, and GAO), , 

--reduce executive agency lateness in responding to report- 
ing requirements (the Congress), and 

--improve the ability of the Congress to relate each report 
it receives to the policy and program issues that the re- 
porting requirements are designed to address (the Congress 
and executive agencies). 

Therefore, in the rest of this chapter, we outline an approach 
for comprehensive and efficient management of reports submitted 
to the Congress by Federal agencies in response to statutory 
reporting requirements. 

RECOMMENDATION FOR A SYSTEMATIC ___-_I----_--_--- ------- 
MANAGEMENT APPROACH - ----------- 

We recommend a system approach be developed for managing 
statutory reporting requirements that, in addition to helping in- 
sure that reports satisfy the intent of the Congress, will achieve 
the following objectives: 

--This system approach will provide information to the Con- 
gress on the timeliness of report submissions. 

--It will facilitate the monitoring of reports so that 
agencies will be encouraged to respond in a timely way 
to the requirements they are responsible for. 

--It will facilitate the collection of data on the useful- 
ness of the reports to the Congress that can be used 
to further improve the system by eliminating redundant 
requirements and others that no longer meet congressional 
needs, adjusting document due dates as necessary, and 
modifying the contents of the requirements to reflect the 
changing needs of the Congress. 

In recommending this approach, we recognize that a number 
of organizations already perform actively with respect to the 
reporting requirements. Accordingly, we suggest the management 
approach be based on the following assumptions: 

--The approach should continue to use the resources of the 
existing organizational entities. The offices of the 
Clerk of the House, the Secretary of the Senate, the con- 
gressional committees, the General Accounting Office, and 
the other Federal agencies have special experience to 
contribute to the approach, and where feasible and cost 
effective, this has been recognized and built into it. 

--The approach should be active. Because research and exper- 
ience show that successful information systems reach out 
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’ actively to their users, strategies will be developed for 
the approach so that it will accurately target its user 
groups and deliver information to the Congress that meets 
its needs. 

--The approach must provide a feedback mechanism. To make the 
approach more responsible to congressional needs, it will 
provide for better resource management and greater economies 
of operation and cost effectiveness than now exist. 

The system’s components _---- ------- ---m-B 

The information system approach we recommend has four major 
components: 

--requirements identification and notification, 

--report logging and monitoring, 

--information dissemination, 

--report use and feedback. 

This approach forms a closed loop made up of the following sequen- 
tial elements: 

1. The Congress enacts legislation, which may contain new or 
revised reporting requirements. 

2. The Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate, 
working in collaboration with GAO, coordinate the identification 
of these requirements. 

3. The Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate, 
in collaboration with GAO, enters new and revised requirements 
into the data base, thus updating the annual reporting require- 
ments inventory. The Clerk of the House and the Secretary of 
the Senate transmit requirements to the appropriate congres- 
sional committees for review and verification. Requirements 
will also be transmitted to the appropriate Federal agencies 
for notification. 

4. An enhanced report logging system is put into place 
and maintained in the offices of the Clerk of the House and 
the Secretary of the Senate. 

5. The Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate 
receive reports from the Federal agencies, log them in, and dis- 
seminate them to the appropriate congressional committees. The 
reports notification function is coordinated with GAO. 

r 
0. Congressional committees monitor reports, following up on 

delinquencies, and use the reports in their oversight, budget con- 
trol, and related legislative and decisionmaking activities and 
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Figure 3 

An Overview of a Systematic Management Approach 

for Congressional Reporting Requirements 

HOUSE CLERK, 
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Administer user assistance 
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CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES 
Receive and use documents: 
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inform the GAO about the usefulness of the reports and the opera- 
tion of,the system. 

7. The Congress modifies reporting requirements to meet its 
changing needs, basing its decisions on information gained through 
the operation of the system. 

Figure 3 illustrates the interrelation of the approach's 
four components and their looped sequence. In the sections that 
follow, we describe the four components in detail. 

The rezirements identification ----- ------- -------- 
and notification comconent 

The organizations that identify reporting requirements work 
independently and often obtain different results. Moreover, 
agencies often fail to recognize reporting requirements that have 
been levied on them. The language used in creating the require- 
ments lacks uniformity, and there are no guidelines to facilitate 
identification. 

The system approach we recommend will vest primary responsi- 
bility for coordinating the identification of new reporting re- 
quirements with the offices of the Clerk of the House of Represen- 
tatives and the Secretary of the Senate. Minimum identification 
will consist of a title or a description of each reporting require- 
ment, the agencies responsible for responding, the frequency and 
due date of response, a legal citation of the statutory authority 
for the requirement, the names of congressional recipients, the 
interest codes of recipients, and a statement of the congressional 
action that is required. 

A working group consisting of representatives from the 
offices of the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House 
as well as representatives of the House Information Systems and 
GAO will develop guidelines for identifying requirements, deter- 
mine the type and extent of information to be collected for each 
requirement, and provide policy guidance with coordinating this 
step with the operation of the rest of the information system. 

After identifying new requirements, the offices of the Clerk 
of the House and Secretary of the Senate will make this infor- 
mation available through its on-line system or magnetic tape, 
together with an audit trail of changes in the existing require- 
ments, to GAO. This transmission will initiate the annual inven- 
tory update of our data base. The Clerk of the House and the 
Secretary of the Senate, in collaboration with us, will then send 
the information to congressional committees for their review and 
verification of the appropriate requirements and to the appropriate 
Federal agencies as notification of the reports that are required 
of them. The agencies will note new requirements and changes in 
existing ones, send us the necessary inventory data, and set up a 
mechanism to respond to the requirements. Discrepancies between 
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committees and agency reviews will be corrected in the data base’ 
and all who are concerned will be notified of the corrections. 

The report logqinq and monitoring ------ ---- -_-------s-m 
component -- ---- 

This component is the processing control center of the 
entire information system. Its activities will take place in 
our offices, in the offices of the other Federal agencies, and 
in the off ices of the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of 
the Senate. The system will take full advantage of existing 
systems such as LEGIS. 

As we indicated earlier, to meet our obligations under title 
VIII of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, we already maintain 
a comprehensive, computerized data base on reporting requirements. 
We record 2,680 recurring and one-time requirements with all or 
some of the following: title or subtitle, agency, frequency or 
due date, appropriations account title and code, legal authority, 
congressional recipients, synopsis of requirement, abstract of 
report contents, subject terms, agency contact, and cost data. 
We update the data base with annual inventories. In the recom- 
mended system approach, we will further enhance the data base 
to accommodate additional monitoring and use data. From this 
data base, we will compile, monthly or quarterly, and send to 
each Federal agency a list of reports that that agency is re- 
quired to submit during the following reporting period. 

We will encourage the Federal agencies to submit reports to 
the Congress when they are due. Estimates, appropriations, and 
all other communications from the executive departments intended 
for the consideration of House committees and addressed to the 
Speaker of the House will be referred by the Speaker as provided 
by House rule XXIV, clause 2. For reports that must for security 
reasons go directly to a congressional recipient, the submitting 
agency will send a notification and an unclassified summary, if 
feasible, to the Clerk and the Secretary. 

Reports submitted to the Congress should contain a transmittal 
letter that will incorporate the following features. It will in- 
clude a brief and precise statement of the requirement to which 
the report responds. This statement will include the public law 
name, number, and sect ion, the U.S. Statutes at Large volume and 
paw I and the U.S. Code title and section, The transmittal letter 
will be attached to an executive summary of the report if the 
report exceeds 10 pages, highlighting its major recommendations 
of action for the Congress. The letter will also indicate any 
action that the Congress is supposed to take in accordance with 
the reporting requirement, and it will state whether the timing 
of this action is critical in any way. 

The offices of the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of 
the Senate will log the receipt of the reports as they are sub- 
mitted by the agencies. These two offices will forward the 
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reports to the appropriate congressional committees. The com- 
mi‘ttees will follow up with the agencies on delinquent reports. 

The dissemination component ----s------------s ----- 

The dissemination component will be administered by the 
offices of the Clerk of the iJouse and the Secretary of the Senate. 
GAO and the Congressional Research Service will participate in 
and give active support to this component. At a minimum, the 
component's activities will be to provide report notifications, 
disseminate reports and their executive summaries, and update 
the data base in the on-line search systems. 

We will initiate the report notification activity, by pro- 
ducing lists, arranged by recipients with designated interests, 
of all the reports due in a given reporting period. The lists 
will be distributed to their addressees by the offices of the 
Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate. In this way, 
prospective users can anticipate reports, and information use 
will be promoted. Beyond the officially designated recipients, 
others may be interested in the reports, and for these we will 
develop a user data base to support the necessary notification 
and dissemination activities. As soon as the reports are re- 
ceived and logged in by the offices of the Clerk of the House 
and Secretary of the Senate, these offices will forward them to 
the officially designated recipients. 

All congressional committees and their staff now have access 
to our reporting requirements data file, the General Accounting 
Office Recurring Reports file (GAOR), in SCORPIOl an on-line sys- 
tem maintained by the Congressional Research Service. Additionally, 
on demand or in anticipation of a need, we will perform special 
searches, prepare special listings, and conduct special analyses 
of reporting requirements data. 

The use and feedback ----- -- 
component mm -- 

With those three components in place, required reports to 
the Congress should be timely and offer maximum potential for 
making positive contributions to congressional legislative, 
oversight, and budget responsibilities. Enacting new or modify- 
ing existing legislation with respect to reporting requirements 
should make more meaningful the reporting demands that are made 
on the Federal programs and activities. All this will be made 
possible by collecting information on how the information system 
approach works, particularly on how the reports are used. The 
details of the use and feedback component will be worked out 
with the congressional committees. Information obtained from 
this component will allow us to evaluate reports and services 
and offer suggestions about their usefulness. 

We will process and analyze the information to determine 
how well the approach works and to seek opportunities for further 
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improving it. As more empirical data become available, we [will. 
design and conduct analyses of the usefulness of required reports 
for congressional legislative, oversight, and budget functions. 
These studies and data will present an objective basis for 
eliminating requirements that no longer meet the needs of the 
Congress, improving the contents of the requirements so that they 
accurately reflect the changing needs of the Congress, and seek- 
ing economical and cost effective operation of the reporting re- 
quirements system. 

AGENCY COMMENTS ----------w-e 

We reviewed our findings and recommendations described in 
this report, as well as some technical systems matters not covered 
here f with the Clerk of the House of Representatives, the Secre- 
tary of the Senate, the Office of Management and Budget, the Senate 
Computer Center, and the House Information Systems. They agreed 
generally with the approach we have outlined. 

We sent a draft of this report.to the Clerk of the House of 
Representatives, the Secretary of the Senate, and the Director 
of the Off ice of Management and Budget. The House, the Senate, 
and OMB all agreed that the systematic management approach we 
recommend in this report is needed. Letters from the Clerk, 
Senate, and OMB commenting on the draft, which included some tech- 
nical details not included in this version, are printed in an 
appendix to this report. There were several issues raised involv- 
ing the roles and responsibilities of each organization. We met 
with each organization and discussed the points in detail. No 
issues were left unresolved. 
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APPENDIX APPENDIX 

WILLIAM F. HILDENBRAND 
SECRETIRY 

%-tifQb %afQS dbQTdQ 
OFFlCE OF THE SECREr*.RY 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

July 10, 1981 

Mr. Morton A. Myers 
Director 
Program Analysis Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Myers: 

As requested, we have reviewed the draft report entitled "An Information 
System is Needed for Congressional Reporting Requirements," and have enclosed 
a copy with our corrections and comments. We are in general agreement with 
your recommendations and do agree that there is a need for better control 
over these reports. 

Our principal concerns relate to the subsystem as you have proposed it 
and the assignment of responsibility for the various activities. 

First, the staff in the Secretary's Office would not be involved in the 
review of legislation to identify reporting requirements. It was our under- 
standing that GAO now reviews the legislation and provides the information 
for entry into the recurring reports data base (GAOR). Our office neither 
has the staff available to undertake this type of research nor believes that 
it should be a function of the office. Assuming that GAO will continue to be 
responsible for this activity, our main concern is the timeliness of the 
review process. Specifically, that any new legislation which contains reporting 
requirements be added to the data base within 30 days of passage. This is 
particularly important to assist in identifying one time reporting requirements. 

Second, the report logging function would be our responsibility and we 
would need to work closely with GAO personnel and the Senate Computer Center 
to develop the automated system. Our current plans are to expand the capabili- 
ties of the communications subsystem in Legis and to provide a link to the 
GAOR file. However, the monitoring responsibility, we believe, rests with 
the appropriate Senate committees. If the system is designed as we envision 
it, the committees will be able to obtain the status of reports due them at 
their computer terminals and they would also have the capability to print any 
listings they may need. 

Third, as we have stated in our meetings with GAO personnel, the key to 
the system will be the accuracy and specificity of the legal citation for 
each reporting requirement. Unless the transmittal letters accompanying 
these reports contain that information, we would not be able to Incorporate 
the logging function into our daily work using existing personnel, nor would 
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we have the information to access the data in the GAOR file. We also indicated 
in our meetings that we are in the process of developing a legislative review 
file to assist the Senate leadership and committees in identifying those 
reports which are time sensitive and to keep track of the elapsed time. 

I hope our comments have clarified our position and if you or your staff 
need any further information, please contact Ms. Marilyn Courtot (224-2020). 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503 

Mr. Morton A. Myers 
Director 
Program Analysis Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Myers: 

On June 25, 1981, you wrote to Director Stockman requesting 
views on your draft report entitled 'An Information System Is 
Needed for Congressional Reporting Requirements," 

As you know, the Office of Management and Budget is interested 
and involved deeply in reports to the Congress, both in terms 
of reviewing reports and in ensuring that reporting burdens 
placed upon executive branch agencies are necessary and 
reasonable. Last year's legislative initiative to reduce 
reports to the Congress, which resulted in enactment of the 
Congressional Reports Elimination Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-470), 
involved close cooperation between GAO and OMB staffs, and I am 
certain that future relationships between our agencies in this 
area will be equally cooperative and productive. 

Regarding contents of your draft report, we have the following 
general reactions and recommendations: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

We endorse GAO's proposal for the development of an 
information management system for reports to Congress; 

We agree that GAO has the lead responsibility in this area, 
and an information management system similar to that 
proposed could aid GAO materially in overseeing 
Congressional reporting requirements: 

We advocate OMB having a policy and coordination role in 
the identification of reporting requirements that are no 
longer necessary, or that impose unreasonable burden upon 
executive branch agencies. The draft report does not 
sufficiently emphasize the importance of evaluating the 
need for, utility of, and benefit/cost of reporting 
requirements: 

We believe that OMB should not become routinely involved in 
monitoring agency adherence to schedules for submitting 
reports to the Congress (p. 4-2 and table 3); 
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5. We suggest that GAO should, in cooperation with OMB, 
develop specific criteria for determining the continued 
need for each recurring report and that on a regular 
schedule each requirement be assessed against these 
criteria. 

In addition to the above comments, we have the following 
specific suggestions: 

1. Reports submitted to OMB are not reviewed by the Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) (p. 3-4). OIRA'S 
responsibility is in policy and coordination of 
Congressional reporting requirements. The last item on 
table 1 should reflect this: 

2. Some mention about last year's legislative initiative 
should be included in the final report. 

Thank you for providing the opportunity to review your draft 
report. 

I 
Sincerely, -1 

Deputy Director 
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September 21, 1981 

Mr. Morton A. Myers, Director 
Program Analysis Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Myers: 

On June 25, 1981, my office received a draft copy of a General 
Accounting Office report entitled "An Information System is Needed 
for Congressional Reporting Requirements". Your cover letter ac- 
companying the report requested that the report be reviewed and 
commented on by the Office of the Clerk. 

Please note that the enclosed Evaluation Report, prepared by the 
Clerk's staff contains the requested comments and suggestions. Although 
the Congressional schedule made it impossible to meet the response date 
originally suggested in your letter, informal comments were verbally 
presented to your staff on August 17, 1981. Those comments are more 
precisely documented in the attached report. 

Please advise me if you would like any additional information in 
this regard. I look forward to having our staffs cooperate in the 
design and development of an automated system as is more fully described 
in our enclosed comments. 

With kind regards, I am 

Attachment 

Sincerely, 

EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR., Cleck 
U. S. House of Representatives 
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OFFIZE 3F THE CLERK 

U.S. IiOUSE 3F bEFRESEYTfiTIYES 

YeFtzmber 21, I?31 
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In June 25, 19Ul the zffice of the Clerk Of the U.S. "ouse oF 

Eeprssentitivps re:ejvs3 3 zr-ft report. frDm the Tenera :ccoUnting 

Office (rJC.0) entitled 'fir, Information System is Yte3~3 For 

C3n:r2ssiona? Fep3rting Essuireqents'. This 

letter retiects the comments of several in3ividusls in tbl gffice of 

the Cler% 2.nl t!ouse Infsrnsticn Systems F.1;) who hsvr rea? 3r.2 

evaluated the 583 stu5y. The evaluators were: 

Paul Fays, Aesistent Rill Clerk, Offic2 of the Clerk 

Steve Smith, Staff Assistant, 3ffice of the rletk 

Lsurice Walton, Information Systems Spnsialist, FiIS 

Susan l"ill2r, Information Systems Specialist, HIS 

Williim Frpeman, Rssistant Division Yanqytr, HIS 

In addition to the above individuals, csmments were received frcm 

Robert Burlin:ton, Congressions Research Sarvice (ZRS), Library of 

Congress. CPS is currntly designing and developing an on-line 

computer systea to identify terminstinl ErDgrsms pursuant to the 

mandate of section 2P3(9)62) of the LeJislltive Feocgini7stion Ret of 

1946, as smenzlad. In addition, CES anticia2tes the inclusion of 

reForts due to Congress as an sdditionsl feature of their on-line 

system. This system will contain an indexin cspibility, information 

3s to the derartment or agency cesponsitle far the reCor?, ccmmittee 

and subrommittae Surisdiction, Public Law anal hill in which the 

recortina requirement is established, 4ate of the orir;innl 

legislation, a statutory or U.S. Code citation, 3 bri2f ahstrlct of 

the r2portinri requirement, and the date on irhich th2 r2rwt is due to 

Congress. 

?ne of the duties of the Clerk of the I1ou~e is to conFile and 
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put1 .ish a 1iFt of retorts resuired to be tile': uith Congress. This 

list is comcilafi for the Clerk by the Pill 31?rk'~ 2,ffice. It is 

pui;lished once a yearr 3s soon 3s possible after tha close of the 

previous session ot Congress. 3eually this r-suits in tte document 

heing published in the first quarter of any calendar year. Eeginning 

with the 1981 publication, the list of reports was entered onto the 

House's .4T?'X publication system for automated editing and typesetting. 

Throughout 1881 all auditions, changes, an1 deletions to the list will 

be made directly into the ATEX file by -ths Bill Clerk. T9a 1382 

edition vi11 be rrintrd from thst file. This process S~VSS several 

weeks in the typesetting aditing, snd printin: cycle over the previous 

manual tyResetting ani editing process. 

F.n ad3itionsl service of the Office of the Clerk through the Fill 

Clerk's Office is the compilation of data concerning reports actually 

received ty Congress. This information is pssseS to Fiouse Information 

Systems for entry into the LFGIS system jointly msintainej by HIS and 

the Office of the Clerk. 

In the srring of 1981 the 3ffice of the Clerk requested that IiIS 

develop an on-line information system to record information relevant 

to rer#orts required to be filed with Congress. This system ultimately 

will enable the Clerk t2 eliminate some duplicate manual and data 

entry stErs by tying the FTFX publication Eile and the LRZTS system to 

the 'Reports Due' system. The Jotter will generate an ATEX 

uublicaticn file when required. 

It will zlso trigger the automatic ug.?atin,l of Lt;"JIS when it is 
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used to recor? tkc receipt of a Ferort. "he merris;'? of these 

capabilities kill ?n+blr t,?o flerk te provide lists to each cDmmlttce 

of feF0rt.S due k-lthin 32 days, 53 days, 07 jsys, cc 3s othervise 

specified. It vi11 ilco enable the Clerk t3 a?vise cDm!nittees (in the 

same notice) of reForts that are overdue inA Lou long they have been 

over?ue. 

Finally, it vill include a third section of reports due to the 

committee on unsLecifie3 dates such as 'annually', 'upon each 

occurrence', within 6P Says of taking action', etc. 

its tnis trief Dvervieu suggests, the Cl.erk snf HIS are currently 

undertskinz many of the proposals set forth in the GA3 study. Youever, 

there are some features of the GP.0 stu3y that the Clerk and FIS 

3ointly disagree with or that we uould rro?Dsc perferninq in 3 

different fashion. Phercf3re, unless 

these Faints are resolved, the 3ffice of the Clerk cannot 

unconditienslly concur with tha disclaimer 3n page iii ct the Gigest 

of the GA3 stuiy that cays, of the GAG's tcDntlsed system, 'Tbc Clerk 

of the Fiause of Fepre?entatives, ..-agree n3t only th*t it is needed 

but that It should be imyleaentec? accordina tr, the tinetat.le 243 

suc~ssts'. 

Fran 3'3r review of Ihe GA3 study we conclu?e tnst the tlen as Fut 

forth is initially and primarily a FKOCC?~~UC~~ Flin to !~:;340 adliticna! 

use Df tte existin tag bitch system far trsrkin? 23n;ressiznal 

reIortins recuirsmtnts. Siven the necessity sf Frcvidin3 timely 

infcrmatic,r, t3 the Committees cDncernin3 w?st rer3rts af6 3ue 3~ 
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overdue, WF tic not acrue t33t the prcp3se2 ZF? system will cone 

remotely clsse to meetinrl those fine??. 

P.dSitional specific disgresments 3ce listcti on the fcllouinrl 13T;es 

in straight Tale nnmber sequence. TiYPY iif? 3F sevzrsl tyr*s, 

including dissJreements with Sa3 :tateTcnts 3r cz?z1u?i3rsr 

suggestions of sltsrnative method9 of 3ccoaDlishing a tasK suJaeT:t?? 

by GA3, Fodificati3ns 3c 3mplificatioes of st3teernts t3 c.tres5 the 

perspective of tbe Clerk in various groce-lur31 r~att?rs, End a 

considerable nJ!nbec of descriptive statemelts sarlifyinl plans snf 

system designs already un?erwzy in the. Pause to m?et several 3f tte 

shortconin;s noted by SFO in the current a3nusl 3f nonoxistpnt 

procedures. 
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Fage 1-2. In reference to the sua3ostion thst it would be useful 

ior Congressional Z3mmittees tz~ !I?VP a cubjar: t rniex 3f all required 

reports, it should te noted that the Your-e currently indexes 311 

Executive Cozmunic~tions (upon receirt) in t'le LFZTS data bass. The 

index vocitulary teing use2 is the list of SITH's (Subject Index 

Terms) compile1 ani use3 by t?t Library of Con-~rees E;ill Di3est 

Division to index and print the annual Gicest of Seneral Bills and 

Fesolutions. There are approximatly 175 STTYs, 51 of which are the 

names of the states and the District of Columbia. These STTYs are 

particularly veil suited for indices tnat 3ra printed. Ctlch indices 

generally are done at tire or mztre levels, using the same basic SITM 

list in at least the first two levels. 

?. list of STTRs currently used is ettatched as Appendix 1. As 

more of the Clerk's legislative publicstions are produced 

automaticslly from existing automated data bases (LECTS), SITES will 

be used as a standsrd indexing vocabulary for printed output- 

P. second standard of legislative indexing is the Legislative 

Indexing Vocabulary (LIV terms), also compiled and stsndardized Cy 

professional lexicoaraphers at the Library nf Congress. These LIV 

terms are better suited for indexing when 3 document will he later 

retrieved on-line by us2 of key words or subject matter. These terms 

ire used iri tkj Fouse, Senate, and Library of Congress versions of 

LEGiS/SCCFFTS. There are several thouszn3 LTV terms snd any one LFCIE 

document aity be assigned an unlimited naaiz.er of cuc'1 terms. 
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CtiAFTER 2: T!! F !:FE3 F3g :ySj'FYRTIZ ~A~A~FVrENT 9F T7F INCPEA'IMSLY 

C3STLY RFFOFTISS hF~Uf~E"LVTS AS PN ISF3F'f4TT3!4 FESC)UPCF 

Page 2-l: The :kc fEc:3ft n3tcs that '...tle nuz~nbec of ststutDry 

reportin requirements increaSezl...tO 1,FZ.S in 1?72'. It shoal3 !-e 

note3 th3t the Clerk's office 9;s identifisl ?,I?3 reporting 

requirevents in the lQ9a 'Elpsrts Due to ta V41~ tD CDnTr?sS 3n3 25t% 

reports in the 1981 edition, exclusive of reports require3 to be 

submitted lirectly to z3mmfttees. 

Ftvicusly, any system (automated or manual) with responsibilitY 

for tr3tkin7 reports due an3 received sni with responsibility for 

notifyin c3s~re~sional committees or executive agencies of 

3elinguencies, must reconcile the varying rap,rtinT requirements 

i3entifiei by the tiouse, Senate, GRO, Library oi Zongressr or other 

entity that records an3 tricks such data for itc: oun purrsses. 

The Clerk you13 not be willing to Participate uncon3itinnslly in 1 

system, or rely on a Ssta base over which us ?i3 not exercise some 

degree of control as to content. The Seires if control could be 

total,or if shared, 140~19 of necessity require a 8231‘1s of i3entifyin7 

reports of inttrzst to 3ne organization but not another. 

As a practical msttar we j:, not envisisn 3 uork3ble ryrtprll 

. . contalnlnc only reports due as identified by a rin;le organization. 

Yore likely, any system for tracking 3slinau?nt reports ilou13 nee? the 

ability to identify reports 3f interest t3 only one entity (i.e., the 

souse, Senate, or Library of Z3naress). 

For ex38rlz, a data base of interest tn the Senate vcu13 inclu3e 
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reports that are re3u ired to t? submitt?+ 37 

P 

ly to t1e Ser,ste 

(tresties) as well as those required to ba subnitted to b:>th 'louses of 

Congress. The House would not be interested in regnrting tresties in 

its innusl compilation of 'FepDrts Zue...',nor uoull the Faust uant t3 

include them in its LEZIS data base. 

Likewise with SRO's interest in incluiin3 in its File, all reports 

from executive agencies, incluling volJntaty reports. Th3sr we 

suggest that any centralized or shared datl file have the capability 

of assi3nin3 one or more 'organization5kl interest' codes to reports. 

These codes vould enable users to include/exclude reports from nn-line 

or bstch rrocossina. Such P sDde will be plrt of the Clerk/RIS 

*Reports Fue' data base. 
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CHAT‘TEfi 3: TEE CFITICAL FLZWNTS IY ya~a:I~;; ?FPDFTINS PFGUIRFPESTS 

SYSTS!!ATICALLY ANI) FFYECTIVrLY 

Page 3-1: This ;aJe notes that the systerr, 'sust contain !neaSUKe~ for 

assessing the Jsefulness of the reports and tqe information they 

contain*. Tt is 0dr opinion t5st 3ny sutoslted lsts base need not and 

should not attenpt to capture this typ? of ists. rye Clerk is an 

administrative support ag-ent of the Flouse an3 does not care to make 

policy iecisions of this sort. Usefulness uill 53 left Gntiraly to 

the committees to determine. 

In sdZition, the experience of JflS in designin: autoa3ted systems 

that rely on voluntary data entry or writtan/verbsl feedback from 

committees is entirely negative. A Committee neeting an9 Scheduling 

Information System (C3!IS) was designed wits zomwittee feedback as an 

integral comrlonent. With no nay to enforce Sat3 entry or resconce by 

the Committees, the effectiveness of the system ~9s considerably 

reduced. It is our opinion, based on experience, that the system 

should not be designed to include 'usefulness' feedback from 

committees. 

Page 3-3: OFSANIZRTI3NAL RESP3NSIl3ILlPIES: In the synopsis of 

organization rasFonsibility we suggest that under the procedures of 

the Clerk, mention should be made of the fact that the document 

currently rrojuzed by the Rill Clerk is done so on a quasi-automated 

system of tyr,esettinT and publication (FTFX), 

In s*dition, mention should be made of tk:p L"zIS cystep o;erated 

hy the 2ffice of the Clerk uith technical suFLc.rt provide3 hy HIS. 
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LESIS is a n;jor automatezl system of the :"ouse (an? 31~3, of the 

Senate snzi the Librsry). It is the ultinste recepticsl of information 

about r?ports 313dF to Con-fress. It will be USC;? extensively in the 

future to print information about legiSl?tiVl activity in the Uouse. 

9ny automated system for trsckin7 reports ?ue to 3onqress will become 

GI source of data entry into the LFZTS fyst3m, by crsetinc a 

transaction file un*n 3 report receive-f is n3tchef 3c:finst the list of 

those due, and then tagged in the system, as having been received. 

The concept of single source data entry in the entire Iegislative 

area is th2 subject of 3 major HIS study bein iln4ectsRcn at the 

request of the Clerk. ’ Any system zlesilneq t3 5231 uith lt~isl3tive 

recorzls and documents must be considered in light of the pversll plan 

of the HIS Legislstive Information Concert. 

F33Tfi3TE 1: Paference was made to itouse Document *3. 87-12. The 

several reviewer? of t-he SRO study assume that the correct 5ozument 

numher is 37-12. 

i-age 3-U: Following the discussion of the current ZF3 system for 

mpnitorina reporting requirements ue suggest that mention te made of 

the Congressional Fleresrch Service/Library of Congress system 

currently under development. The system currently beina iesi3ne-I In!! 

developer] by ilouse Information Systems for the Clerk 3oes take into 

consideration the requirements of the Library an3 their current design 

base uill czc3m333te 311 :pS data requirements, CFS not Ciurlicate Ssta 
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entry sn3 tr:?ckir:: of reFartin7 requirements. p;lth?r, we will 3ffer 

ChS 3 d?,ily transaction file from 3ur syctem to use to uciate their 

version of the dets base (Ccorgio). hny stufy of the current 

environmfict that CarForts to offer i ion? c3f,7~ Ilsn for ZI trsckiny 

system s!2:oul< t?j,e into cDnsi?erstiDn sll sr;?niz3tions t??t need to 

use such a syctem. 

Page 3-5: Vnrler the hesding 'Identifying t$e "eE;Drting Cequicements' 

it is notEd thst the Clerk monitors only reports cubmittel to the 

Cori3ress 3s 3 uhole an3 thst the Clerk 3oes not identify reports 

sutmitted ?irectly to specific committees or suhcomnitteess. This has 

been the Clerk's policy in the past. 

~lounver, beqinnfng in 19el the Office 3f the Pill Clerk begsn 

reviewing currant Legislation EDr sny reporting requirements 

specifying direct sutrrission t3 committees. In s3iiti3nr efforts will 

be msie to review 311 Public Liws from tha 35th Zsnaress for similar 

requirements. Cover the next few years we vi11 attempt to expsnd this 

resesrch t3 pri3r Zonaresses t:, ilentify 311 such rlquifeaents. hnp 

reg.orting regciremento discovered vi11 be include9 in the Clerk's 

publicsti=n of 'Peports t3 be Yije... 

3n the s8!ne page it is note3 thst the Cl2rk's list sf repDrtin3 

requiremants Zoes not include the commiti?? h3vin7 Dversi2ht. 

resG3nsikility for the tesortc sutmitted. However, out on-line Aata 

bsse will lnclu32 both House sn3. Senats c3nnitteP z~cles identifying 

the ccarittee(s) to which 3. report sh3;111: be sent. Kt such time 

3s the 3r,-1Fne Sats t-;lse is use3 ts autoF4tic3ll.y pro2uc~ the Clart's 
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list, COnFi~er3tion will be given to the inzlucicn of COTvitt2e COjEF: 

in the r+FOrt. In the meantime, the I-'ouso LFTIS ?=.ta i-s:? ?o-?s 

include the names of sll 'ouse committees to which 2ny report hae beer 

forwarded. 

Page 3-8: The SAG study suggests that late submizsicns of reports 

COUld be rcducad by the use of clear lsgislstive 13ngu~1ge to express 

due Sates. While the Clerk agrees with this evaluation, there doss 

not seem to be an easy solution to the wor-linz of lngislitive 

rerorting requirements considering the wide range of meml-ersr 

committees, ani stsffs responsible for drsftinq le~iclrti3n~ 

Addressing the problem vi3 the House and Senste Legislstive counsels 

may be 3ne. si;proach. 4lonq these lines, we 3re pnclcsins as 4ppen3ix 

2, a representative list of vecious reporting dates used in repDrtin7 

resuirements. These cstegories will Fe inzlu5ed in the on-line system 

currently under development as uill be the csrzbility to include other 

language or sF,ecifications. Any system develzpe5 nust have the 

flexibility to allow such diverse an:! unst3n2srdizeI lanr*oage if it is 

to be resr.oncivr t3 the embers ard committees uh:, lraft legislstion 

requiring reports to Zongress. 

Page 3-9: The Clerk %grens completely Wit'l t?e c3n- -em that there is 

currently no mechanism allowing the committees to be s9visazI, either 

in advance or after the fact, of all reports due. Tke on-line system 

being develore3 for the Vouse will solve thi? rroblem. T?? syste!ll, 

scheduled to become operatiDns1 in early 7392, ~'11 provide aonthly 

lists to 6acL committee identifying reports due sorted by various date 
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rriteris rccF. 9~: ?ue within 32 52~s; cverjue by lass t53ir. 31 days; 

overiue 1,~ ~072 thsn 37 Z3ys; 3.113, due at unspecified tixes sfter the 

occurence of 3n event or in ccntenpleticn Df 3n action by an axecutive 

ageccy or 2ersrtrf!snt. 

Fage 3-I:": 3 a 5A3 ropsrt nDt?s that the Clerk is now reviewin Posse 

monitorin 5r.l trscking ciplhilities. F;ow?vPr, sin-e put.lication of 

the Iraft study, iie Psve identified Crecisa requirements for 3uc on- 

line trsckin? sy,ctam. rkase hsve boen 5.~2112~ Dut in 815 document 

lumber DS-11TP and may be obtained from FIS. 
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The reviewers of the ZJ3 study fir,1 a nJsbec of ob?ectionSble 

Doints and suggestions in this chapter. ‘any of then 30~11 FrDbstly te 

unworkable ii ~1: attempt is made to put them into rcactire- They 

relate, for the most part, to Iny attem;t by i system, be it the 

Clerk's, 2?3's, the Secretary of the Sanate’s, or the Library of 

Congress ‘c, to evaluate use and usefulness of reports or to follow up 

on delin?uent reports. These functions are the responsibility of the 

several ccmnittles of the k:ouse an9 the Senate. The Clerk will not 

usurp thgse committee functions. 

Page 4-3: The proposed ZAO system 'will c3lllct rista on the 

usefulness of the reports’. The system currently being ‘designed by 

tiIS will not, at t7e request of the Clark, attempt to record any 

measure of usefulness of reports. 

Page 4-5: In the SAC? conceptual overview of the ultimate eystem 3t is 

suggested th3t SF9 will enter new 2nd chanrlad repD,rting requirements 

into the data base. TSe revielrers suggest that so long as the Clerk 

is monitoring all statutory reporting reguiresents, tne t-ouse data 

base should he mti-le available to SA3 either on-line or ir. batch format 

on ms7netic tspe for sutonatel entry into 1 ;93 data base, 743 cool5 

then add data such as abstract narrative, Z80 sccassion nOmbe~, agency 

contact, an3 other supplenentsl data not obtsinsble at the tine the 

basic repcrting ?ats is identified and ertered by the Eill Clerk. 

Page 4-5: Th2 ZFO study suggests thit’ *GA3 vi11 transcnit i list of 
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reroftln7 rc,ouirements to sckrorriste C cngrersional cofrlmittees. Ue 

strongly yc:aest tn3t so long 3s ZAD maintains a batch SYF~ETI, any 

reFort sur,kit.tad by G83 to a committee will he so out of 3ate as to be 

no ion-Jar :iSefUl. F:lrttlPr-, since the !iouse tracks ill reports 

received, the Clerk's on-line system will have the capability to list 

al1 rspgrts 2~2 to a coanrittee, by sperifiel fate 3c otherwise, an3 it 

will also be able to list the date that each renort is actually 

received in the nouse, the executive c3Ftmunicstfon number asslqned, 

and if sprlicable, the House document nurr,bar sssianed. It will also 

be able to list any other i!ouse committee receiving the same report. 

The Clerk's system will be sble to provirle this information to. 

committees as much as one yaar before the ZR3 system toull Frovide the 

same information. Also, since the Clerk's system vi11 be developed on 

th e C: TP, I h S 3ats mansgement system currently used by member an3 

committee offices to access LFSIS and the 'lamber Information Yetvork 

(MIK) at the House, Fouse offices will te able to jo ad hoc on-line 

searchins and retrieval of the Clerk's datn bsse frofi existina 

termlnalc uith no new training. 

The sua?estion that a report logging anl monitoring systen, 

suyported hy 3A3, should be put in place ignores the fact that both 

the uouse ind th.z Senate (and by share3 dits, also the library of 

Consress) slrealy hsve a report logging system in place via LEZIS. 

This report losrJin? system is available t3 all pous2 offices having 

CFT terrrin.31 access to the FTM. I.2215 is also usa3 to automhtically 

r,rint tne ixecutive Comsunicstion (reports receival) index to the 
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Ifouse Jourzal. In the future it vi11 r~ us33 to croduce 3 cilnber of 

other repcrts, incluEin3 tne portj.on of ths 4Tily 33rLgre5sicn31 Yec3r3 

where such Fxecutive Cormunic3tions ar;t listtd fcllowino the daily 

m3ti3n 3f .~ijournmant. 

Suggestion a5 on rage 4-F: indicates that the Clerk an1 the 

Secretary vi11 be responsible for followin up on reportin; 

delinquencies. The Clerk vi11 not, unless ?irectei by the HoJse, 

assume this responsbility. 

Suggestion dh implies that committees #ill inform the SAP is t3 

the usefulness of the reports. This msy b2 desirable, but in practice 

it is unredlistic an-i shoal3 not ba expect23 to u3rk affestiv?lye 

Page 4-h: WE endorse the suggestion that 3 Y orkino 3~0up consisting 

of representatives from the Clerk and the 5scretary as,wcll as ;A0 

develop aui?elinec for identifying reFortin3 re;tiiremects i+ith the 

stipulaticn that representatives of l!!IS anl tie ConJressi3nal Pes?srch 

Service/Library of ConTress sboulrt be inclddzd. 

ThE CA9 sto9y su;r?ests th3t after idpntifyinq new reporting 

requirements as well as changes to existing requirements, the Clerk 

will trsnsmit a list to GAO. It is our suJaostjon ttst any Fuch list. 

be made available either f.y giving GPO access to the Clerk/HIS on-line 

system, or that GA3 tie sent a PeriDriic reF3rt 3n ss3nPtic tar,e of the 

'autiit triil' portion of the on-line report tracking system. The 

audit trail in our system will provide interested rarties witt a 

history of additions, “eletions, 3nl changes to thE 3ata tase. 

k’e do not believe that the Sk0 data base should te used t3 proluce 
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ittees'. If such lists of 'i7c;oft.f: da;l to comm lists 4re produced from 

a batch sy.=tep they will te ro autdatei thtt they will be of no more 

use t3 3 co!nrritt+e than t'!e delinquent reports th3t t-R3 is trying to 

monitor. i;e believe tnat useful notificition to committees c3n come 

only from an on-line system such 3s thft bsin? 3csianed within the 

i!ouse. 

17 

LikGuise, the transeittsl of reportina rezuirements to agencies 

from the tatch system will he too late to be of use in meeting current 

reporting rec!uiremSnts. Se suggest that if it is necessary to notify 

agencies or reporting requirements, such notices should come from the 

Clerk’s OR-line system at the start of eact~ session- of Congress an9 

that the system include sn automated feature +o alert not only 

committee? but agencies throughout the year as neuI changed and 

deleted reb,3rting requirements ire added t3 the dsts base- 

Page 4-8: k‘a strongly endorse the suggestion that ssencies include a 

brief and precise statement or' the requirement to which they efe 

respondicq. Additionally, it uoulrl he useful if the full legal 

citation resuirinrr the report were cited 3n the c3var letter 

accompsny;ng the report. jie support any efforts th3t GAO may make in 

this area. 

Page 4-3: We take oxc?ption t3 the F~OFOSS~ that tjle Clerk will 

inform 293 Ben in3ividu;ll reports have bean received. 'Ihc Clerk and 

i'IS CurrGrtly eoopzrste to enter exactly this type of date into the 

LFGZC data tase. ZAS shoul3 attempt to m=~ts provisions f3r accessins 

ttir 3at5 cn-line or it may request periodic printed repcrts from 
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LEGIS, but this is the extent t3 which ur z>nsi+lEr it nec?ssaty to 

notify SA3. To do more v~1.113 be reiuniant snd fail to make use of 

existing automated capsbilities. 

The suggestion that the Zierk should fnllnu up on delinguent 

reports U~P rejected by eirlier reference, an? ue 23 so again in 

reference to its mention on pale 4-9. 

Page 4-1E: We carn3t agree vittl the suggestinn th3t the Clerk will 

send executive summaries to all nho have expressed icterect in them. 

The reports submnittej t3 Congrass, as well 3s sny cover letter or 

executive currimsry are sent 3irectly to the committees and are the 

property Df such committees. No portion of any sJ=cl report will te 

further distribute3 by the Clerk, nor will the Clerk maintain an 

inventory of interested parties. The Clerk h3s in the rastr snd wilt 

in the future@ refer all letters or calls for such information 

directly to the appropriate committee. 

(972889) 
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